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Strategies of 5- and 4- Star Hotels for Attracting Customers in  
Tokyo Amind the COVID-19 Pandemic
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Abstract
This study sought to examine the strategies employed by luxurious hotels in Tokyo to attract guests 
amid the COVID-19 pandemic. Five 5-star and three 4-star-hotels based on star-rating of Forbes Travel 
Guide were investigated. Data were collected through the official website of the hotels between August 
and September 2020, and the researcher also stayed at all the investigated hotels. Six strategies were 
identified. (1) emphasizing cleanness and safety, (2) using signature stories, (3) providing unique 
experiences, (4) offering special services, (5) improving branded loyalty program, (6) and developing 
new takeout menus. The 5- and 4-star hotels maintained high-level services, added exclusive guest 
experiences, developed new original hotel products and used signature stories. Adopting these 
strategies to increase the satisfaction of guests could better secure the future of luxurious hotels in 
Japan and the world during these unusual times.
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Introduction
Since early 2020,countries all over the world have been affected by the new coronavirus (COVID-19). 
More than 27,486,960 cases have been confirmed globally and the death toll as of writing has exceeds 
894, 983(World Health Organization, 2020). The hotel industry in Japan largely dependent on foreign 
tourists has been greatly devastated following the refusal of the Japanese government to allow people 
from most countries, including China, the United States, and the United Kingdom (Ministry of Health 
Labor and Welfare, 2020) to enter the country as part of measures to contain the spread of COVID-19.
According to the Japan National Tourism Organization (2020), the number of foreign tourists who 
visited Japan drastically dropped down from 2,880,041 in June 2019 to 2,565 in June 2020 (a decrease of 
-99.9%). It is thus crucial for the hospitality industry in Japan to increase their number of guests by using 
new strategies. Since luxurious hotels cannot offer extreme accommodation discounts to keep their 
brand image, various interesting strategies have been implemented by hotels to attract guests, instead of 
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joining a price war among each other. In researching, 1,490 hotels in 67 location in Spain, Becerra et.al 
(2013) found that horizontal differentiation strategies that offer higher quality services are the most 
effective compared with other differentiation strategies. 
In this study, eight luxurious hotel’s strategies for attracting customers were examined and compared. 
This research would benefit hospitality industry not only of Japan but also of other countries that have 
been having difficulty in attracting customers amid the pandemic. Luxurious hotels in this research refer 
to 5- and 4-star-hotels based on the star-rating of Forbes Travel Guide 2021 (2020). Saito (2020) analyzed 
the prevention of COVID-19 infection in the hotel and bridal industries in Japan. The prevention policies 
of some business hotels were described. However, the strategies of luxurious hotels were not mentioned 
in detail. Thus, this study focused on luxurious hotels in Japan. The research questions were as follows.
1. What are the strategies 5-and 4 -star hotels have adopted to attract customers amid the pandemic?
2. What are the differences and similarities in the strategies which the hotels have adopted?
Literature Review
Preventing the Spread of COVID-19
Previous research has analyzed ways to prevent the spread of COVID-19, the pandemic’s effects on 
tourism industry, and suggestions for recovery. For example, Weed (2020) reported on the “new normal” 
in the hospitality industry in the United States created to deliver a sense of safety, such as prepackaged 
snacks and drinks, and the use the hotel’s phone application to turn on a room’s lights without the need 
to touch a switch. Another study (Patel, et.al. 2020) analyzed the impact of COVID-19 on tourism 
industry in India and showed that there was a huge number of cancellation of inbound and outbound 
tourism. Furthermore, suggestions for the recovery for the hospitality industry in Sri Lanka have been 
made by several researchers (Ranasinghe, et.al. 2020). Those suggestions, which include the 
implementation of flexible cancellation policies and broadcasting positive news for possible customers 
have not been linked to practical strategies that hotels in Sri Lanka have applied. 
The Definition of Staycation 
Staycation became a trendy word in Tokyo during the summer of 2020.Since the beginning of 2020, 
COVID-19 has hit Tokyo and the rest of Japan and is still ongoing. The disease has not only affected the 
middle class but also the upper class, all of whom were consequently stuck in the city during summer 
vacation season. Due to the pandemic, luxurious hotels which are relatively dependent on inbound 
tourists. changed their target customers from inbound tourists to Tokyo residents. Various hotels began 
to offer staycation plans during this period, such as Ritz-Carlton Tokyo (2020) and Conrad Tokyo (2020). 
Meanwhile, The Peninsula Tokyo (2020) advanced its “We Meet Again” Staycation plan on the official 
website, while Mandarin Oriental Tokyo launched “Nihonbashi Staycation” plan. 
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Staycation is relatively new term for an alternative to long-distance travel that fist emerged in the 
United States in 2008 at a time the country was experiencing an economic downturn and the gas prices 
were incredibly high. Sharma (2009) describes the Staycation as a complex and cultural phenomena that 
targeted middle-class homes. Between the spring and summer of 2008, American television shows on 
the television networks of ABC, CBS, NBC, Fox, and CNN mentioned tips on Staycation. The news 
websites of ABC also featured links to certain profiled hotels (e.g., Hilton and Holiday-Inn) whose 
locations were a few miles away of site viewers.
Although Conrad Tokyo initiated its Staycation plan in 2019, most of the 5- and 4-star hotels in Tokyo 
only began to emphasize the concept of “staycation” in 2020 amid the pandemic.
Method
Investigated Hotels
Five 5-star and three 4-star-hotels based on star-rating of Forbes Travel Guide 2021 (2020) were 
investigated. The five 5-star-hotels were The Peninsula Tokyo, Palace Hotel Tokyo, Mandarin Oriental 
Tokyo, Shangri-La Tokyo, and Ritz-Carlton Tokyo while the three 4-star-hotels were Park Hyatt Tokyo, 
the Prince Park Tower Tokyo, and Conrad Tokyo.
The star-ratings of Forbes Travel Guide is considered to be reliable and prestigious. Every year, 
Forbes Travel Guide awards hotels with rating in the forms of stars. Forbes Travel Guide (2020) 
describes itself as “the only independent global rating system for luxury hotels, restaurants and spas.” 
As evidence of their rating’s prestige, all the hotels in this study proudly decorated their stars at their 
main entrances. 
Procedure
The main study data were collected via the official websites of the five 5- star and three 4-star hotels 
between August and September 2020. The author also stayed in all the hotels and examined the services 
and the atmosphere of the hotels from September to November 2020, amid the unusual situation brought 
by the pandemic. 
Customer-Attracting Methods of Luxurious Hotels in Tokyo
The Peninsula Tokyo: 5 Stars
Characteristics of the Peninsula Tokyo. The Peninsula Tokyo, managed by Hongkong and Shanghai 
Hotels, Limited was opened in 2007 opposite the Imperial Palace and Hibiya Park. The each standard 
room averages 54 square meters shows a blend of Japanese tradition and modernity. 
The customer attracting approach of the Peninsula Tokyo. The Peninsula Tokyo was shut down 
temporally due to the nationwide state of emergency declared by the government in April 2020. After 
reopening, the hotel began to offer its “We Meet Again”-The Eight Loves of The Peninsula Tokyo” 
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staycation plan (lasting from June 18 to December 31) with a high standard of cleanness. According to 
the official website of the hotel (The Peninsula Tokyo, 2020)valued-added benefits in this plan include 
complimentary breakfast by room service or at The Lobby, a restaurant; complimentary gifts of two 
Peninsula Mango Puddings; complimentary welcome cocktails at Peter Bar, the hotel bar, in-room 
chocolate amenities from the Peninsula Boutique. In addition, guests are offered 24-hour flexible check- 
in and check-out and a complimentary one-way car transfer to and from Haneda Airport or Tokyo 
Station. Guests are also offered JPY 5,000 dining credit (during stay) , JPY 5,000 spa credit ( valid for 6 
months) and a 50% discount of a second night stay or a second room. The Eight Loves of The Peninsula 
Tokyo” is a special service that allows guests to choose a memorable experiences at the hotel. For 
instance, “Love of Transportation” is the most popular experience that enables guests to ride in Vintage 
Rolls-Royce around Nakadori Street near Ginza. 
According to Aaker (2018, p.7), the author of Creating Signature Stories, “content is king in the 
digital age, and stories are the key to content. The social-media audience isn’t passive; it is in control. It 
involves itself in messaging only when it is intrigued by content. Thus content drives success in this new 
era-and content, in turn, is all about stories.” A vintage Rolls-Royce made in 1934, owned by the family 
of the hotel’s founder is “the signature” of the Peninsula Hotel. Normally, only couples who hold a 
wedding ceremonies in the hotel can ride this Rolls-Royce. However, due to the “We Meet Again” 
campaign, hotel guests have the opportunities to cruise by in the Vintage Rolls-Royce, Phantom II. In 
other words, the Peninsula Tokyo tend to use their signature stories to attract more customers. Japanese 
popular televison show, infotainment, Hirunandesu originally introduced the vintage Rolls-Royce ride to 
the public on August 24.
The“Love of Food” experience involves an exclusive dim sum cooking class. Meanwhile, “Love of 
Entertainment” offers a guest a glass of champagne and a chance to request a few of their favorite songs 
played by the hotel’s band. On the other hand, “Love of Culture” experience involves a cocktail-mixing 
class with the award-winning bartenders. 
In addition, the hotel utilizes a beautiful environment and offers a new jogging program at JPY 20.000 
per person. Guests at this hotel can jog around Imperial Palace accompanied by a personal trainer on 
weekdays. After jogging, the guests can eat healthy lunch and use the Peninsula Spa to shower.
Furthermore, the hotel appealed to its neighbors to extend the opening hours (from 11.00 to 19.00) of 
the open-air café, The Terrace, providing Peter Beer, Peninsula original beer and Peter hamburger and 
afternoon tea sets as dishes for takeouts at about half the price compared to the hotel restaurant.
Palace Hotel Tokyo: 5 Stars
Characteristics of Palace Hotel Tokyo. Palace Hotel Tokyo which opened in 2012 is located in front 
of Imperial Palace; some of the rooms have beautiful balconies overlooking Wadakura Park. It is 
managed by Palace Hotel Co., Ltd., a Japanese company. The U.S. previous president, Donald Tramp 
stayed in the hotel in 2019. 
The customer attracting approach of Palace Hotel Tokyo. To relieve hotel guests’ anxiety regarding 
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COVID-19, Palace Hotel Tokyo received international hygiene certification, GBAC STAR Facility 
Accreditation, in August 2020, a first for Japanese hotels.
Palace Hotel Tokyo (2020) suggests unique summer stay plans to encourage families to stay there 
preparing for kids room for a limited time from August 3 and August 31. The hotel collaborates with a 
private company to provide distinctive services such as helping children of the hotel guests learn 
programming, and the history of Imperial Palace as well as hiking wearing casual kimono. 
To maintain social distancing, the spacious Aoi Ballrooom, where one can see Imperial Palace through 
its big window was open as a restaurant from August 10 to 14 during the Japanese special holidays for 
ancestors, the Bon holidays.
Some prestigious restaurants in luxurious hotels started to launch special takeout menus for a limited 
time. Palace Hotel Tokyo started take out services from May 29 2020 after the state of declaration was 
lifted. The hotel also allows customers to order takeout food online (The customers must pay their orders 
in advance). For example, Wadakura, a signature Japanese-style restaurant in Palace Hotel Tokyo offers 
exclusive lunch boxes that includes appetizers and various main dishes at reasonable price.
If customers live in the center of Tokyo, Tokyo 23 wards, dishes will be delivered directly to their 
houses by taxi (customers need to pay additional charge for delivery). Customers can also select a drive-
through and receive food in the main entrance of the hotel. The popular “instagrammable” dessert, Piano 
Chocolate, a special chocolate cake that used to be offered in the French restaurant, Crown started to be 
served in the hotel again on Mondays and Tuesdays when business is slow. Popular Japanese Instagram 
influencer, Ayapom focusing on sweets (Ayapom, 2020) introduced a cake that looks like a small grand 
piano. 
The online shop website of Palace Hotel Tokyo on June 22 started to sell new original bakery boxes 
including frozen hotel breads such as danishes and baguettes for customers who are refraining from 
going out of their homes due to the pandemic.
Mandarin Oriental Tokyo: 5 Stars.
Characteristics of Mandarin Oriental Tokyo. Mandarin Oriental Tokyo which belongs to Mandarin 
Oriental Hotel Group was open in 2005. Mandarin Oriental Tokyo which has superb view of the city, 
occupies floors between 30 and 36 of the Nihonbashi Mitsui Tower. It is within 11 minute-walk from 
Tokyo Station. The hotel has been refurbished with modern and stylish since 2019.
The customer attracting approach of Mandarin Oriental Tokyo. In response to the pandemic, 
Mandarin Oriental started its “We Care” program of implementing strict protocols to protect the health 
of guests. The standards of hygiene are verified by Lloyds Register, internationally known independent 
assessor. The hotel also follows the safety advice instructions of the local authority.
According to the chief marketing officer of the Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group, Jill Kluge, the hotel 
group is the first luxury hotel to adopt contactless payment and booking using “We Chat Pay,” an 
international instant messenger application (Hospitality Net, 2020). Alipay, a world-recognized digital 
payment system, is now available in Mandarin Oriental hotels in more than 40 countries (Mandarin 
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Oriental, 2020). To prevent COVID-19, it is necessary to reduce the opportunity for guests to contact 
hotel employees. Contactless payment could be advantageous due to the increasing demand of Chinese 
tourists after the pandemic.
Mandarin Oriental Tokyo offers a unique “Staycation by M.O.”plan ( valid until March 31 2021) that 
enables guests to enjoy complimentary breakfast, early check-in (from 12.00 p.m.), late check-out (until 
2.00 p.m.), hotel dining credit (10,000 JPY for standard rooms/15,000 JPY for sweet rooms), Mandarin 
Blend Tea as a souvenir , and special selective experiences such as fresh pasta cooking classes, and wine 
tasting classes. Mandarin Oriental Tokyo focuses on not only European culture but also Japanese culture, 
providing a sake tasting class and providing printed PowerPoint slides recommending suitable dishes for 
different sakes. In addition, the “One More Night” plan allows guests who stay for more than three 
nights to enjoy a complimentary third night (valid until March 31 2021).
If guests choose the “Nihonbashi Staycation” plan (valid until December 30 2020), they can receive a 
15% discount in restaurants of the hotel and 24 hour flexible check-in and check-out. Nihonbashi where 
Mandarin Oriental Tokyo is located is a city district that originates from the Edo Era. 15% discount 
encourages guests to try the hotel’s Michelin star chef’s fine dishes. According to Michelin Guide Digital 
2020 (2019), Mandarin Oriental Tokyo has three one-star restaurants, French Dining, Signature and 
Chinese restaurant, Sense, and Molecular Cuisine, Tapas Molecular Bar. In addition, Pizza Bar on 38th 
was chosen as Bib Gourmand of Michelin which means a reasonable and recommendable restaurant. 
Unfortunately, some restaurants that won Michelin star were closed temporally. However, on September 
1, the Chinese restaurant, Sense re-opened and on October 15 Tapas Molecular Bar and Pizza Bar 
restarted operations.
The Case of Shangri-La Tokyo: 5 Stars
Characteristics of Shangri-La Tokyo. Shangri-La Tokyo opened in 2009 is located adjacent to Tokyo 
Station. It is the first Shangri-La Hotels and Resorts hotel in Japan. The hotel which occupies floors 27 
through 37 of the Marunouchi Trust Tower and offers a panoramic night view of Tokyo, including the 
soaring Tokyo Sky Tree.
The customer attracting approach of Shangri-La Tokyo. Shangri-La Tokyo was indentified as an 
ideal hotel for staycation by two websites, Tokyo Weekender (2020) and Savvy Tokyo (2020). “Shangri-
La Tokyo Summer Escape” for the Staycaion plan offeres in-room melon shaved ice, free breakfast for 
two and unlimited use of swimming pool and gym. Meanwhile “Shangri-La Discovery” Plan includes 
broadband internet service, complimentary use of pool and gym and in-room service of The Shangri-La 
Afternoon Tea which includes five different Shangri-La Hotel’s sweets and savory treats for a limited of 
time. Afternoon tea is one of signatures of Shangri-La. Like the Peninsula Tokyo, Shangri-La Tokyo 
used the signatures of Shangri-La, Afternoon Tea and connected the item with the special stories. 
Because guests cannot travel abroad due to coronavirus five chefs from Shangri-La Hotels around the 
world, from Tokyo, Hong Kong, Singapore, Paris, and London collected the original recipes, used local 
ingredients and prepared their favorite dishes such as green-tea cakes and Beijing Duck rolls which 
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enabled guests to feel like traveling to different countries. According to Kotler, et.al (2017) “when the 
content reaches key influencers in the intended audience group, that content is more likely to go viral.” 
In fact, influencers such as Yuki Kaneshiro (87,000 followers), Ayapom (36,000) followers), yuisho-ri 
(40,000 followers) have mentioned The Shangri-La Afternoon Tea and the story including five different 
Shangri-La Hotels’ sweets and foods, which would contribute to attracting possible guests.
According to Aaker (2004) “the classic way to differentiate a brand in a mature category is to add a 
service.” Shangri-La Tokyo has added some unique services. For “Meet Us in Tokyo” package, a 
queuing service for a ramen restaurant in ramen street around Tokyo Station, complimentary breakfast 
for two, and complimentary third night are offered (valid between September 14 2020 and March 21 
2021)
On 1 August 2020 Shangri-La Tokyo launched its official LINE (a popular free mobile application in 
Japan for instant communication) to allow possible customers to be aware of seasonal offers, promoting 
summer escape stay plan accompanied with a famous limited Japanese melon crashed ices. Among 
5-star hotels, Shangri-La Tokyo,Mandarin Oriental Tokyo and Ritz Carlton Tokyo have official LINE 
accounts. The number of LINE Users in Japan is 84 million, which means that 66.7 % of Japanese 
people use LINE regularly (Statista, 2020). The user of this application range widely in age from 
teenagers to 60s-year olds, appealing to almost all ages in Japan.
From May 7 to December 31, 2020 Shangri-La Tokyo is offering a lunch takeout service (average 
price 2,000 JPY per lunch box). The lunch box, including Asian foods, Nasi goreng and Carry Laksa can 
be wrapped by Japanese traditional fabric, Furoshiki if guest pay an additional fee (800 JPY). The lunch 
box wrapped with Froshiki, appeared in a famous gourmet magazine, Tokyo Calendar (2020). Guests 
working at Marunouchi Trust Tower can use delivery services, and such a service could help to attract 
new customers. On May 28 2020, Shangri-La Tokyo improved the online boutique website by 
introducing the sales of hotel-made cholates (limited to 100 boxes) and new premium pound cakes.
The Case of the Ritz-Carlton Tokyo: 4 Stars
Characteristics of Ritz-Carlton Tokyo. In 2020 for the first time Ritz-Carlton Tokyo was awarded five 
stars by Forbes Travel Guide (2020). The hotel opened in 2007 and occupies the top nine floors of the 
53-story Tokyo Midtown building in Roppongi a city known for its sleepless nightlife. A 100 year-old 
teahouse is preserved in Japanese style restaurant, Keyaki where guests can enjoy private dinner.
The customer attracting approach of Ritz-Carlton Tokyo. The staycation plan of the hotel is valid 
until December 31. Guests can receive 10,000 JPY dining credit and complimentary breakfast for two. 
The “Experience Package” (valid until December 21) is offered as a chance for guests to experience 
gorgeous stay in the heart of Tokyo including a bottle of Ritz-Carlton’s original champagne and 
complimentary breakfast for two.
Because a great of number of people started to do remote work, “daycation” (Ritz-Carlton Tokyo, 
2020) have been offered as a way for busy businessmen and women as well as their guests to enjoy 
short-time stay and change in working places from that of their home to that of a luxurious hotel. Ritz-
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Carlton Tokyo’s Daycation plan (valid until July 27 and December 17 2020) offers long stay hours up to 
9 hours between 9.00 am and 6.00 p.m. and includes 5,000 JPY hotel credit and free use of gym and 
swimming pool with a picturesque view of the city .
The first bottled cocktail (350 ml bottle for 5,000 JPY and 100 ml bottle for 2,250 JPY), “bocktails” 
can either be served as a gift or ordered as drinks. Guests can choose two different bocktails; The Ritz 
Spritz, a wine-based cocktail or Cognac Old fashioned. The 350 ml bottle can be given as a gift with its 
own special box.
Ritz Carlton Tokyo has Michelin’s one star French restaurant, Azure 45. It offers takeout whole course 
menus, including lobster’s salads and roasted duck (27,778 JPY for two). For this, customers need to use 
online advance payment system. The guests can either use taxi delivery or receive the food in front of 
the hotel entrance. 
Between June 16 and September 30, reasonable menu items such as beef curries and rice were also 
available for takeout in, Grill restaurants, Towers, and Ritz Carlton Café and Deli. In contrast, Mandarin 
Oriental Tokyo, which has three Michelin’s one-star restaurants does not offer such takeout services. 
Due to COVID-19, many Japanese people voluntarily refrain from going out. However, Ritz Carlton 
Tokyo actively makes use of the opportunity to entice new customers by using takeout dishes and 
cocktails as a new business building tool.
Park Hyatt Tokyo: 4 Stars
Characteristics of Park Hyatt Tokyo. Park Hyatt Tokyo is located in the center of Shinjuku. The hotel 
was used as a shooting place for the world famous movie, “Lost in Translation” which won the Academy 
Award for Best Original Screenplay. Even though the hotel was open in 1994, the building designed by 
Kenzo Tange and its stylish interior designed by John Morford still show their timeless beauty.
The customer attracting approach of Park Hyatt Tokyo. To improve the safety of guests, Hyatt 
implemented “Global Care & Cleanliness Commitment ”based on the Global Biorisk Advisory Council 
(GBAC). In the World of Hyatt program, the Hyatt hotel group offered a 20 percent off discount 
campaign, “A Warm Welcome Awaits” campaign, until Septmeber 8, 2020 which included free breakfast 
for those with bookings and check-in dates before December, 20. “A World of Hyatt,” loyalty program 
provides members with double points for those with booking by December 31.
The “My Stay, My Hyatt campaign” was launched in some Hyatt brand hotels in Japan such as Park 
Hyatt Tokyo, Grand Hyatt Tokyo, Andaz Tokyo and Hyatt Regency Yokohama. The campaign offered 
four benefits, a late-check out, free breakfast, complimentary parking, and food and beverage discount 
voucher from for reservations from July 1to September 30 2020.
To attract families during summer holiday season, Park Hyatt Tokyo welcomed children to join 
workshops on cake decorating every weekend wearing own mini hats and aprons (Park Hyatt Tokyo, 
2020). In addition, Top jeweler, Harry Winston for the first time, collaborated with Park Hyatt Tokyo to 
serve special Afternoon Tea, “Winston in Broom” in April, and after the state of emergency re-started, 
offered it between August 1 and September 13. The iconic blue Harry Winston notebook is a souvenir 
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for guests. Through the Blue Harry Winston-style of drink menus, guests can select their favorite tea and 
coffee. Even under the COVID-19 crisis, the collaboration with Harry Winston successfully added more 
luxurious and traditional image to the hotel. The information on this collaboration was introduced on the 
official website of Kankokeizai Journal on March 8 before the service was launched (Kankokeizai, 
2020).
New York Grill, Kozue (a Japanese-style restaurant), and Girandore (a French restaurant) also offer 
takeout menus. In particular, sushi from Kozue is put in beautiful and eco-friendly traditional bamboo 
boxes, while other hotels such as Shangri- La Tokyo and Palace Hotel Tokyo use plastic boxes (Tokyo 
Calendar, 2020). Interestingly, the wooden boxes of ingredients of brand beef hotpots and seasonal fish 
hot pots are also available as takeout menus. Compared to the customers of Ritz Carlton and Palace 
Hotel Tokyo, customers of Park Hyatt Tokyo cannot use taxi delivery services.
The Case of the Prince Park Tower Tokyo: 4 Stars
Characteristics of Prince Park Tower Tokyo. This hotel, which was rated 4 stars by Forbes Travel 
Guide from 2019, is in front of the Tokyo icon, Tokyo Tower, which is next to natural splendor of Shiba 
Park. The hotel opened in 2005 belongs to Prince Hotels Inc, one of the historical Japanese hotel groups 
whose hotels exits around all over Japan, from Hokkaido to Kyushu area.
The customer attracting approach of the Prince Park Tower Tokyo. To attract customers, Prince 
Hotels Inc. launched “I LOVE TOKYO” campaign that appealed to Tokyo residents excluded from the 
first “ Go To Travel Campaign” of the government (between July 22 and September 30 2020) covering 
certain trip expenses ( up to 15,000 JPY). All the restaurants of Prince Hotels offered a 20% discounted 
for Tokyo resident guests until September 30 , and 5,000 JPY vouchers for facilities such as restaurants, 
bars were offered until Tokyo residents were allowed to join the second “Go To Travel Campaign.” on 
October 1. The information on this program was introduced as Tokyo Prince Hotels’ “I LOVE TOKYO” 
staycation campaign in the website of free paper, Time Out (2020).
The “Stay in the Park” stay plan would be perfect for Tokyo residents. Guests who show Identification 
providing their address to hotel clerks would be able to stay in an upgraded room with a view of the 
Tokyo Tower and a balcony as well as a complimentary half bottle of champagne and 5,000 JPY hotel 
vouchers. Guests may feel lucky they are Tokyo residents even though they were asked not to travel to 
local areas outside of Tokyo by the governor of Tokyo until October 1.
During the quarantine period,“Quarantine Pounds” or “korona butori” became common words in 
Japan. Therefore, the Prince Park Tower Tokyo offers various interesting plans, “Make Up Your Health” 
which encourages guests to stay fit using exercise equipment, power bands, massage balls and yoga 
mats and to eat healthy dishes at a sweet room with a panoramic view. Furthermore, fasting stay plan 
has also been offered. 
The Prince Park Tower Tokyo offers the summer-like event which would attract guests who would 
like to change the self-restraint mood. Guests are able to enjoy a summer breeze in Suzumushi Café, 
Bell Cricket Café, while listening to the sounds of bell crickets in the park and drinking and wearing 
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casual kimonos, yukata as an option. These experiences include a special stay plan with the admission 
tickets of Suzumushi Cafe (valid until 13 September 2020). “Buono Gourmet Stay” in-room fabulous 
dinner plan (valid between 1 September and 30 November 2020) was also suggested by the hotel for 
guests who would like to have precious dinners collaborated with a Michelin one-star Italian chef. 
Although the hotel does not offer gorgeous takeout menus of restaurants, various stay plans definitely 
contributed to explore new customers. 
Conrad Tokyo: 4 Stars
Characteristics of Conrad Tokyo. Conrad Tokyo,managed by Hilton Hotels and Resorts, has the 
stunning view that overlooks the Royal Hamarikyu Gardens, Rainbow Bridge and Tokyo Bay. The hotel 
opened in 2005,and occupies floors 28 through 37 of the Tokyo Shiodome Building. It is in walking 
distance of Ginza.
The customer attracting approach of Conrad Tokyo. After the pandemic Hilton adopted a new higher 
standard of hotel clean policy, “Hilton Clean Stay” collaborating with Reckitt Benckiser (RB), the 
manufacturer of the industrial and home cleaning brands of Lysol and Dettol ,and consulting with Mayo 
Clinic’s Infection Prevention and Control for safe stays. For instance, the Hilton Clean Stay Room Seal 
is displayed to prove that nobody has entered the room after thoroughly cleaning. In addition, ten high-
touch areas such switches, handles, and telephones, are deeply cleaned. Television remote controls are 
wrapped with a brown paper ribbon, showing that it is cleaned. In fact, when the author stayed at Conrad 
Tokyo, Hilton Clean Stay Room Seal had a good effect on the mind-relieving concerns of hygiene. 
Conrad Tokyo offered “Simple Stay Plan” that included early check-in and out (for the period of stay 
between July 23 and November 23) up to 30% off for Hilton Honors members and 25% off for normal 
guests. Conrad Tokyo gives preferential discounts to Hilton Honors members who receives points for 
each stay that can be used for free Wi-Fi and various other benefits. 
Furthermore, the “Staycation Plan” is also being offered from July 8, 2020 to March 21,2021. This 
plan includes breakfast for two and a 25% discount on using facilities in the hotel. This could encourage 
guests to use the restaurants and bars in the hotel.
In addition, the hotel’s fifteenth anniversary plan (for stays between July 29 and December 17,2020). 
This exclusive plan offers three glasses of wines selected by the executive sommelier and a special 
dinner served at a suit room with a view of the city, where guests stay. The plan is called the Okomori 
stay plan, which means that guests can stay in a room without seeing other guests, which would reduce 
risks of COVID-19 infection. 
Discussion
This study sought to examine the strategies employed by 5-and 4-star hotels to attract guests amid the 
COVID-19 pandemic. Six strategies were identified: (1) Emphasizing cleanness and safety, (2) using 
signature stories, (3) providing unique experiences, (4) offering special services, (5) improving brand 
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loyalty programs, and (6) developing new takeout menus and products.
All the hotels in this study emphasized cleanness and safety. In fact, Palace Hotel Tokyo received 
GBAC STAR Facility Accreditation in August 2020 , a first for Japanese hotels. Various hotels adopted 
original cleanliness and safety policies, such as the “We Care” program of Mandarin Oriental Tokyo and 
the “Hilton Clean Stay” of Conrad Tokyo. In addition, the hotels have also adopted payment method that 
do not involve the use of cash. Mandarin Oriental Tokyo adopted contactless payment, Alipay and 
WeChat Pay, while Park Hyatt Tokyo started to use Viza Touch and Apple Pay, which would be normal 
standard after the pandemic.
The Peninsula Tokyo and Shangri-La Tokyo utilize their signature items to create stories, such as the 
free Rolls-Royce rides and The Shangri-La Afternoon Tea, which have boosted the value of the hotels 
and had a good effects on Influencers of Instagrammers to attract future customers.
Providing exclusive experiences contributes to creating wonderful memories of guests. Some hotels 
such as Mandarin Oriental Tokyo and the Peninsula Tokyo provided their guests with unique experiences 
by offering classes on sake tasting class and dim-sum cooking, and cocktail mixing.
Special services amid the pandemic also enhanced the differentiation of luxurious hotels, such as the 
stay plan with a nanny of Palace Hotel Tokyo and the queuing service of Shangri-La Tokyo for a ramen 
restaurant adjacent to Tokyo station.
Some global hotel chains improved their brand loyalty programs. Park Hyatt Tokyo belongs to 
Marriott hotel group. Marriott Bonvoy Program offers a 20% discount on accommodation fees and free 
breakfast. Hilton Hotels and Resorts, which includes Conrad Tokyo, also provides a similar campaign 
20% discounted accommodation fee and complementary breakfast for Hilton Honors members.
During the period of voluntary restraint, some target hotels such as the Peninsula Tokyo, Shangri-La 
Tokyo, Ritz-Carlton Tokyo, Palace Hotel Tokyo, and Park Hyatt Tokyo developed new takeout menus 
and products such as the whole course takeout dishes of Michelin’s one star French restaurant, Azure 45 
in Ritz Carlton Tokyo and the sushi beautifully wrapped by bamboo basket of Park Hyatt Tokyo. Ritz 
Carlton Tokyo released takeout cocktails for the first time, which appeared on famous magazines.
By setting various unique strategies, 5-star and 4-star hotels in Tokyo have survived during the 
outbreak. On October1 2020, the second Go to Travel Campaign launched by the Japanese Government 
was finally applied to Tokyo. The government covered 50% of travel costs (35% of accommodation fee 
and 15% of vouchers, which can be used in local restaurants and shops). Before the campaign, luxurious 
hotels in Tokyo, whose main guests were inbound tourists were struggling to attract Japanese guests 
during the pandemic. However, 5-star and 4-star hotels maintained high level services, added exclusive 
guest experiences , developed new original hotel products and utilized signature stories in an effort to 
cope. Adopting these strategies to increase the satisfaction of guests could better secure the future of 
luxurious hotels in Japan and the world amid the ongoing global pandemic.
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